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   11:00 

   Welcome 

    

IRM & Subsea Intervention 

 

11:15 

 TBC 

Asset integrity is a critical factor to ensure the continuous performance of subsea systems 

and to ultimately mitigate catastrophic events leading to negative environmental, financial 

and reputational outcomes. In recent years, there has been a step change in the 

development and deployment of advanced subsea sensor technology for real-time condition 

monitoring and the ability to transmit “big data”. Not only does this real-time data provide a 

clearer picture of the current asset’s condition, but it can also form the foundation for 

advanced predictive modelling. 

 

 11:45 

 Development of Remote Riser Cleaning and Inspection 

Although risers are simply pipes connecting the offshore floating production/drilling 

structures to a subsea system, they are frequently considered the most critical section of the 

offshore pipeline. The risers withstand the greatest variation in environmental change 

including pressures, temperatures and ocean currents. 

 

 

 

 

 

12:15 

World First Pressurised Subsea Pipeline Repair Enabled By Non-Piggable  

and Piggable, Type Approved, Double Block and Bleed, Isolation Tools 

A case study will be presented highlighting how a recent pipeline repair project was 

executed without depressurising the entire 780km 28” gas export pipeline.  The 

presentation will explain how the damaged pipeline was initially isolated, using a hot tap 

installed double block and bleed line-stop tool. 

Dale has worked in the pipeline and subsea intervention industry since 1992 with 

involvement in subsea construction, commissioning, repair, isolation, maintenance and 

decommissioning projects. He joined STATS Group in 2005 and has been involved in the 

design, development and delivery of bespoke engineered pipeline isolation, repair and 

recovery solutions. 
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   12:45 

   Close Session 

 

   Break 

 

   13:45 

   Welcome 

 

 14:00 

 Next Generation in Cost Efficient and Lean IRM Vessels 

IRM vessels are known to be large and advanced vessels related with a high cost. We will 

present technologies that may allow advanced IRM operations and module handling to be 

enabled for far more cost efficient vessels. Conventional and smaller OSVs can now be 

equipped such that they can provide a stable and reliable working platform for advanced 

IRM operations in even higher sea-states. 

Graduated as an engineer (B.Sc) within Automation and Hydraulics in Trondheim, Norway. 

- Started in 88’ as a field engineer for The Norwegian Directorate for Measures and Weighs 

- Joined the offshore crane company Stalprodukter in Molde as an automation engineer in 

late 88’ 

- Co-founder and Technical manager (Controls & Hydraulics) when offshore lifting technology 

company Aktro was established in 96. 

- Became part of TTS (by acquisition) in 98’ (TTS Aktro), Management Position 

- Manager for Technical Sales at Hydralift, Molde from 00’ 

- Manager for Technical Sales and later on Vice President (VP), Crane Technology for 

National Oilwell, Molde from 02’  

- Co-Founder  and Director for Sales & Technology at AXTech from 04’ 

- Co-owner and Director of Management (CEO) & Technology since 2009 

Still alive.. and enjoying all opportunities given to provide innovative solutions to this 

challenging and creative industry. 

 

14:30 

Diving System Assurance 

Assurance plays a crucial part of ensuring the safety and integrity of any diving operation, 

with the emphasis on diver safety. Therefore, it is essential that all diving systems are 

audited by a competent auditor, periodically or prior to the commencement of a diving 

project. 

Sandy Harper is Director and Technical Authority of Aberdeen based subsea consulting 

company, Namaka Subsea. He formed Namaka Subsea two years ago to provide subsea 

consulting services to the oil and gas industry, offering innovative solutions to ensure 

projects are carried out both safely and efficiently in accordance with best industry practices 

anywhere in the world. 
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 15:00 

Cost Efficient Deepwater Lowering with HMPE Rope 

Ropes and slings made of Dyneema®, the world’s strongest fiberTM , are widely used in 

Maritime and Offshore industrials to replace Steel Wire Rope (SWR).  The weight of Rope 

with Dyneema® is only 1/7 of steel wire based on the same size and similar strength. So it 

brings benefit of easier, faster and safer handling.   

Graduated from Delft University in Mechanical Engineering in 1996 (Master). Started 

working as a process design and start up engineer for Stamicarbon, after that moved to DSM 

Venturing & Business development, leading several projects on new materials. With DSM 

Dyneema since 2005 supporting customers and value chain partners in business development 

in industrial and offshore applications. Track record of successfully developing new business 

like lifting slings, offshore ropes and trawl resistant mooring lines. 

 

   15:30 

   Close Session 
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